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Abstract
The mammalian circadian system synchronizes daily timing of activity and rest with the environmental light–dark cycle. Although the underlying molecular oscillatory mechanism is well studied, factors that influence phenotypic plasticity in daily activity patterns (temporal niche switching, chronotype) are presently unknown. Molecular evidence suggests that metabolism may influence the circadian molecular clock, but evidence at the level of the organism is lacking. Here we show that a metabolic challenge by cold and hunger induces diurnality in otherwise nocturnal mice. Lowering ambient temperature changes the phase of circadian light–dark entrainment in mice by increasing daytime and decreasing nighttime activity. This effect is further enhanced by simulated food shortage, which identifies metabolic balance as the underlying common factor influencing circadian organization. Clock gene expression analysis shows that the underlying neuronal mechanism is downstream from or parallel to the main circadian pacemaker (the hypothalamic suprachiasmatic nucleus) and that the behavioral phenotype is accompanied by phase adjustment of peripheral tissues. These findings indicate that nocturnal mammals can display considerable plasticity in circadian organization and may adopt a diurnal phenotype when energetically challenged. Our previously defined circadian thermo-energetics hypothesis proposes that such circadian plasticity, which naturally occurs in nocturnal mammals, reflects adaptive maintenance of energy balance. Quantification of energy expenditure shows that diurnality under natural conditions reduces thermoregulatory costs in small burrowing mammals like mice. Metabolic feedback on circadian organization thus provides functional benefits by reducing energy expenditure. Our findings may help to clarify relationships between sleep–wake patterns and metabolic phenotypes in humans.

Introduction
Environmental differences between day and night have resulted in daily (circadian) rhythms in physiology and behavior of most organisms. Many mammals are night active (nocturnal), which most likely reduces predation risk (Gerkema et al., 2013). Being active at night is however likely to be energetically costly because nocturnal mammals cannot escape the low temperatures at night by sleeping in sheltered places. Nocturnal mammals that are energetically challenged therefore may become day active (diurnal) to reduce energy expenditure (Hut et al., 2012, Chapter 2). Nocturnal and diurnal activity patterns are indeed subject to phenotypic plasticity (temporal niche switching) under natural conditions (Hut et al., 2012, Chapter 2). The central circadian pacemaker in mammals is located in the suprachiasmatic nucleus (SCN) and coordinates tissue specific circadian rhythms throughout the body (Dibner et al.,
In most cells, circadian rhythms originate from molecular feedback loops involving gene transcription (van der Horst et al., 1999; Shearman et al., 2000; Preitner et al., 2002) or a putative metabolic oscillator (Asher et al., 2008; Nakahata et al., 2008; O’Neill and Reddy, 2011; Edgar et al., 2012). At the molecular and systemic level regulatory loops interact to control circadian and metabolic function (Laposky et al., 2006; Bass and Takahashi, 2010; Kalsbeek et al., 2011), but a causal relationship between organismal metabolism and circadian phase of entrainment has not been shown. Here we aim to identify effects of metabolism on circadian organization by manipulating energy balance in mice.

Ambient temperature ($T_a$) is a potent modifier of metabolic rate in mammals (Speakman, 1997), but the period of circadian clocks is generally buffered against changes in $T_a$ (temperature compensation; Pittendrigh, 1954; Sawyer et al., 1997; Dunlap, 1999). In nature, however, evolutionary selection pressures act on phase of entrainment relative to the light–dark (LD) cycle, rather than on circadian period per se. Because $T_a$ fluctuates during the day, daily energy expenditure can be reduced by synchronizing rest-associated thermal insulation strategies with the coldest part of the day [circadian thermo-energetics (CTE) hypothesis; Hut et al., 2012, Chapter 2]. Negative energy balance can therefore be compensated by shifting activity into the warmer phase (i.e., light phase) of the day, resulting in a reduction of energy expenditure under natural conditions.

According to the CTE hypothesis, both increasing energy expenditure and decreasing energy intake are predicted to lead to a relative increase in activity levels during the light phase (diurnality). Here, this prediction is tested by assessing phase of entrainment at different $T_a$ and combining the effect of $T_a$ on energy expenditure with decreased energy intake [working for food (WFF) protocol; Hut et al., 2011]. Entrainment to the LD cycle and the internal distribution of clocks in the SCN and peripheral tissues are assessed to confirm the diurnal phenotype in these energetically challenged mice. Finally, the energetic consequences of shifting to diurnality are quantified for mice living in natural conditions to assess the adaptive significance of diurnality in energetically challenged small mammals.
Figure 3.1. Low T_a and simulated food shortage (working for food, WFF) stimulate daytime activity in mice. (A) In ad libitum fed mice the percentage of total running wheel activity performed during the light phase increases significantly with lowered T_a (actograms in Fig. 3.S5). (B) At lower T_a’s, the switch point between nocturnality and diurnality occurs significantly earlier in the WFF protocol (actograms in Fig. 3.S6). (C) Mice became diurnal during the WFF protocol when performed in temperature cycles both in phase (25–15 °C) and in antiphase (15–25 °C) with the LD cycle (see example of actograms in Fig. 3.S7). Workload indicates the distance (in m) that mice had to run to obtain 1 Joule food reward. Data are plotted as mean ± SEM.

Results

Phase of entrainment depends on energetic balance

To test the prediction from the CTE hypothesis that negative energy balance will induce diurnal activity patterns, we manipulated constant T_a. Reducing constant T_a from 25 °C to 10 °C caused a threefold increase in relative activity during the light phase (F_{3,72}=10.37, p<0.0001; Fig. 3.1A). To test whether the effect of T_a on circadian phase of entrainment was a direct effect of T_a on clock output or the result of a negative energy balance, energy balance was also manipulated by reducing energy intake. Letting mice work for a food reward at gradually increasing workload levels (WFF protocol; Hut et al., 2011) at various T_a’s reduced energy intake without restricting food availability to a specific time of day (Fig. 3.S1). Increasing workload also induced a shift from nocturnal toward diurnal activity patterns and lower T_a facilitated this shift (F_{3,43}=72.29, p<0.0001; Fig. 3.1B). This effect is not due to fragmentation of activity or lengthening of the activity phase because it is also observed when activity onset, offset or center of gravity are used as markers for the phase of entrainment (Fig. 3.S2). These data indicate that negative energy balance can indeed induce a diurnal activity pattern in an otherwise nocturnal mammal.
Figure 3.2. Entrainment to the LD cycle is preserved under simulated food shortage conditions. Diurnal working for food mice (A) and nocturnal ad libitum fed controls (B) reentrain transiently to shifts of the LD cycle. (C) The percentage of daytime activity of both groups (mean ± SEM) is shown for the full duration of the experiment with a 8-h delay on day 21 and a 8-h advance of the LD cycle on day 38. WL is workload in the WFF protocol.

**Diurnal mice remain entrained to the LD cycle**

The observed increase in daytime activity can be explained as an advanced termination of sleep induced by hunger or it may reflect an entrained circadian phase optimization of activity to the light phase of the day. To discriminate between these two possibilities, the LD cycle during the WFF protocol was delayed by 8 h, followed by an 8-h advance 16 days later. The observed transient entrainment patterns during the first days following the LD cycle shifts indicate that the underlying mechanism relies on a circadian oscillator. After these transient days, all WFF mice returned to their diurnal phenotype, showing circadian light entrainment (Fig. 3.2). Under energetically challenging conditions in nature, the LD cycle and $T_a$ rhythm might both be used as entraining cues for the circadian rhythm. The relative strength of both environmental signals ($T_a$ cycle and LD cycle) was tested by comparing a 25–15 °C $T_a$ cycle in phase with the LD cycle to a $T_a$ cycle in anti-phase with the LD cycle. Anti-phase $T_a$ cycles did not prevent WFF mice from becoming diurnal (Fig. 3.1C).
Figure 3.3. Internal circadian organization changes under simulated food shortage conditions. (A) SCN PER2 protein expression profiles for WFF (red) and ad libitum (green) fed mice do not show a phase shift of the SCN rhythm. Liver (B) and adrenal (C) Per2 mRNA expression is phase advanced in the WFF compared with the ad libitum fed group. (D) The plasma corticosterone concentration profile is phase advanced in mice undergoing the WFF protocol. (E) PER2 protein expression in coronal SCN sections at external time 6 and 18 for WFF and control mice. (F) Timing of peak expression as displayed (A–D) for WFF and ad libitum fed mice. (Left) Peak time using highest average value per day. (Right) Peak time as derived by harmonic regression (CircWave) analysis.

**Diurnality is associated with circadian reorganization of internal clocks**

To better understand the mechanisms underlying diurnality in mice, the phase distribution of internal clocks in the SCN and peripheral tissues was assessed (Fig. 3.3). Patterns of expression of the circadian clock protein period2 (PER2) in the SCN did not change under WFF conditions ($F_{3,63}=1.23$, $p=0.31$; Fig. 3.3A), indicating that the mechanism responsible for a shift to diurnal activity patterns in mice is downstream from the SCN or parallel to it. Gene expression patterns indicate that WFF advanced Per2 mRNA rhythms in liver and adrenal glands by 3.85 h and 6.1 h, respectively (liver: $F_{5,61}=4.27$, $p=0.002$; adrenal $F_{3,60}=5.95$, $p=0.001$). Elevated plasma corticosterone levels peaked 5.5 h earlier in WFF animals ($F_{3,61}=23.01$, $p<0.0001$), which corresponds closely to the earlier activity onset ($t_{21}=7.43$, $p<0.0001$).
Figure 3.4. Quantification of the energetic benefit of diurnality. (A) Daily variation in average September surface and nest temperatures. The nest temperature is buffered from the surface temperature by nest insulation leading to a later peak phase and reduced amplitude. The expected nest temperature is calculated based on the nest insulation constant measured for mouse nests in our outdoor mouse enclosures. (B) Scholander curves showing the relation between $T_a$ and energy expenditure for the rest and active phase of WFF mice. (C) Calculated daily energy expenditure decreases with increasing daytime activity for mice subjected to natural daily temperature cycles. Daily energy expenditure varies between 60.7 and 55.4 kJ/day. (Insets) The encountered temperatures for a completely nocturnal (Left) and diurnal (Right) mouse. Due to the buffered nest temperature, compared with nocturnal mice, diurnal mice encounter higher temperatures during both their active and rest phase.

**Diurnality provides energetic benefits**

To investigate the possible benefits of the observed shift to diurnality under energetically challenging conditions, the expected energy expenditure for a mouse under natural conditions was quantified. The average daily surface $T_a$ rhythm (September 2001–2010) and associated nest temperature rhythm in our outdoor mouse enclosures (Fig. 3.4A) were combined with laboratory measurements of energy expenditure during the active and rest phase (Fig. 3.4B) to calculate daily energy expenditure (Fig. 3.4C). Because nest temperatures are buffered by thermal capacity of the surrounding material, they typically have lower amplitudes and a delayed phase compared with the surface $T_a$ rhythm (Fig. 3.4A). Diurnal mammals will therefore encounter higher temperatures than nocturnal mammals (Fig. 3.4C). When mice are active during the light phase and rest in their nests at night, the average encountered temperature also increases and daily energy expenditure can be reduced by 8.8% (Fig. 3.4C). This number is likely a minimal estimate because it does not take into account additional energy saving strategies during the rest phase (e.g., thermal insulation, huddling, timing of daily torpor), which are all more efficient during the night than during daytime.
Discussion
Together our results show that circadian organization in nocturnal mammals shows considerable phenotypic plasticity in response to energetic challenges. The extent of circadian reorganization depends on the severity of the energetic challenge. The diurnal phenotype in our mice is accompanied by an unchanged SCN phase while peripheral clocks are phase advanced, approaching a situation normally observed in diurnal mammals. In nature, diurnality will generate energetic benefits, which have to be balanced against day/night differences in predation risk and foraging efficiency. The lack of a phase shift of the clock gene rhythm in the SCN is in line with earlier studies showing that patterns of electrical activity (Inouye and Kawamura, 1979; Sato and Kawamura, 1984), glucose metabolism (Schwartz et al., 1983) and Per1 and Per2 clock gene expression (Zylka et al., 1998; Lincoln et al., 2002; Lambert et al., 2005; Vosko et al., 2009) of the SCN do not differ between nocturnal and diurnal mammal species. The finding that the SCN remains entrained to the LD cycle with a stable phase angle, unaffected by changed phasing of body temperature (Hut et al., 2011) and glucocorticoid rhythms seems a specific feature of the SCN (Oster et al., 2006; Buhr et al., 2010). These results indicate that the mechanism responsible for a shift to diurnal activity patterns in mice is downstream from the SCN or parallel to it. A possible model includes a slave oscillator driving activity and peripheral rhythms (activity oscillator), with its phase relation to the SCN depending on metabolic feedback (Fig. 3.S3).

The phase advance of peripheral oscillators suggest that the diurnal phenotype in mice under WFF conditions indeed approaches the phenotype of a true diurnal mammal where the phase relationship between the LD cycle and the SCN is similar, but the phase relationship between the SCN and peripheral rhythms is reversed (Lambert and Weaver, 2006). The observed phase advances of the liver and adrenal rhythms are comparable to those observed in animals fed during the light phase (e.g., Stokkan et al., 2001), suggesting the feeding rhythm as a possible mechanism behind the phase advance of the peripheral rhythms. The correspondence between the timing of behavior and corticosterone secretion is consistent with a role for the adrenal glands in circadian organization (Pezük et al., 2012).

Induction of diurnality by the energetic challenges described here is consistent with results in mice that become diurnal while earning food on a moderate workload while lactating (Perrigo, 1987). This finding provides further evidence that a negative energy balance indeed drives the diurnality response. To fully understand how the circadian system organizes behavior and physiology, it is important to understand whether diurnality is directly induced by low $T_a$ or food intake rate, or whether it is induced through a common pathway that signals the energetic state of the animal.
The shift from nocturnality to diurnality seems independent of the actual energetic consequences of the observed phase shift. Under constant Ta, diurnality does not provide energetic benefits, whereas diurnality increases energy expenditure under inverted Ta cycles. The observed induction of diurnality by WFF in constant Ta and inverted Ta cycles therefore indicates that mice in the wild use the highly stable LD cycle as a proxy (proximate factor; Baker, 1938) for the more variable Ta cycle, to ultimately reach an energetically optimal phase of entrainment (ultimate factor). Our results further indicate that the effect of Ta on phase of entrainment under ad libitum conditions (Fig. 3.1A) is underestimating the effect of Ta on phase of entrainment under natural conditions, when mice have to search for their food at intermediate workload levels (Fig. 3.1B). The energetic benefit of diurnality is therefore likely to be one of the important factors involved in shaping the seasonal changes in temporal organization of many species (reviewed in Hut et al., 2012, Chapter 2). A description of the ultimate consequences of seasonal changes in temporal organization should thus combine the energetic consequences of these changes with seasonal changes in predation risk and foraging opportunities; all being direct or indirect consequences of changing day length.

Under natural conditions, mammals can increase the energetic benefit of diurnality by combining diurnality with different energy saving strategies during the resting phase (e.g., thermal insulation, huddling, daily torpor). Lowering body temperature during the resting phase is one of the main strategies used by energetically challenged mammals to reduced energy expenditure (Geiser, 2004). Indeed, mice in the WFF protocol also reduce body temperature during the rest phase (Fig. 3.S4) and may even show daily torpor bouts when challenged by more challenging workloads than used here (Hut et al., 2011). The CTE hypothesis predicts that further energetic savings can be obtained when the daily torpor bout is synchronized with the coldest part of the day, which can only occur after the activity has shifted to daytime. In line with this prediction, a recent field study found that within a population of golden spiny mice, mice with the lowest food intake not only showed the longest torpor bouts but also concentrated activity during the warmest part of the day (Levy et al., 2012).

Using the CTE hypothesis we predict that diurnal mammals will not shift when energetically challenged because their activity rhythm is already optimized for minimized energy expenditure. However, a positive energy balance could allow for a more nocturnal temporal organization, which would increase energy expenditure and restore the energy balance. This may even occur in diurnal animals, provided that a change in predation risk does not outweigh the benefits of a restored energy balance. The positive correlation between body mass index and late chronotypes in humans (Roenneberg et al., 2012) supports the notion that metabolic homeostasis can influence circadian phase of entrainment. The CTE hypothesis also predicts that forced activity during the night in
diurnal mammals will increase food intake to compensate for the expected increase in thermoregulatory costs of nocturnality. Forced nighttime activity occurs during night shift work in humans, but many nightshift-workers do not encounter the expected lower night temperatures. Additional thermoregulatory costs will therefore be absent and a surplus of energy intake induced by the phase shifted activity rhythm may thus result in obesity and metabolic syndrome. A positive relationship between nighttime activity and obesity and metabolic syndrome has indeed been found in human experiments (Scheer et al., 2009), social jet-lag (Roenneberg et al., 2012), and night shift workers (Pietrojusi et al., 2010; Pan et al., 2011).

Methods

Animals, WFF procedure, and activity analysis
All procedures were approved by the Animal Experimentation Committee of the University of Groningen (DEC 5454). Three- to nine-month-old CBA/CaJ mice from our breeding colony were housed in running wheel cages at the experimental temperature in climate controlled rooms in a 12h:12h LD cycle (240–420 lux). In the WFF protocol, mice had to earn 45 mg food pellets (612 J per pellet) by running in a wheel while the workload, e.g., the distance (starting workload: 65.3 m/kJ) they had to run to obtain a food pellet, was increased (6.5 m/kJ) daily. The WFF protocol allowed the mice to work and receive food at all times of day.

The WFF protocol was performed at four different constant T_s (10 °C, 15 °C, 20 °C, 25 °C; n=12 per temperature). Running wheel activity was recorded in 2-min bins and split in daily intervals. The total number of running wheel revolutions during the light phase was divided by the total daily running wheel activity to calculate the daily daytime activity percentage. For ad libitum fed animals (10 °C: n=20; 15 °C: n=19 ;20 °C: n=27; 25 °C: n=10) the individual daytime activity percentage was determined on experimental day 9–18. Changes in activity patterns were analyzed by one-way ANOVA analysis using SAS JMP 7.0.

For the phase shifting experiment (WFF: n = 7; ad libitum: n = 3; T_s = 20 °C), the workload was increased to induce diurnality (day 1 to day 21) and kept constant throughout the rest of the experiment (day 22 to day 51). On day 22, the LD cycle was delayed by 8 h for 18 days after which the LD cycle was shifted to the original phase.

Tissue sampling, gene expression, and blood hormone analysis
Thirty-six WFF and 36 ad libitum fed male mice housed at 20 °C were killed at 2-h intervals over the 24-h LD cycle (12 time points). Cardiac blood was sampled after which an aortic ligature was placed to enable transcardial brain perfusion with fixative while avoiding perfusion of abdominal organs. Mice were killed by isoflurane overdose
Cardiac blood was drawn using heparinized syringes followed by plasma separation (centrifugation at 4 °C and 2,600 × g) and storage at −80 °C. Liver and adrenals were removed, snap frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at −80 °C. Brains were perfused with 0.01 M PBS (PBS) + 10 units/mL heparin for 2 min followed by 4% (40 g/L) paraformaldehyde in 0.1 M PBS for 20 min and stored at 4 °C in PBS + 0.1% sodium-azide solution.

Plasma corticosterone was measured by radio immunoassay (RIA, ImmuChem, MP Biomedicals). Relative Per2 mRNA levels in liver and adrenal was measured by standard CYBR green (Applied Biosystems 4385617) real-time quantitative PCR (Applied Biosystems 7500 Fast Real-Time PCR System) using β-actin as a control. Mouse Per2 specific primers (accession NM_011066.3): AGGCACCTCCAACATG-CAA (fwd), GGATGCCCGCTTCTAGAC (rev), and β-actin specific primers (accession NM_007393): CCTCTGAACCCTAAGGCCAA (fwd), AGCCTGGATGGCT-ACGTACA (rev).

Immunocytochemistry (ICC) analysis for PER2 was performed on 20 μm thin SCN containing brain sections (primary antibody: rabbit anti-mouse PER2 1:2,000, Alpha Diagnostics Per21-A; secondary antibody: biotinylated goat anti-rabbit 1:300, Jackson Immuno Research 111-066-006) using diaminobenzidine (DAB) staining after avidin-biotin amplification (Vectastain Elite, Brunswig Chemie 6-PK-6100). Background corrected integrated optical density analysis in three 60-μm separated medial SCN sections was performed by National Institutes of Health ImageJ software (NIH, http://rsbweb.nih.gov.ij/). Optical density data, gene expression data, and hormone levels were statistically analyzed using forward harmonic regression followed by an F-test on the residuals (CircWave procedure). Differences between WFF and ad libitum groups were tested after fitting a wave function through both groups separately compared with both groups combined.

Surface and nest temperatures

The average daily surface temperature cycle in September (2001–2010) was obtained from the Koninklijk Nederlands Meteorologisch Instituut (KNMI), weather station Eelde, the Netherlands (World Meteorological Organization, station #06280; 53° 07’N, 06° 35’E). The relationship between nest temperature and surface temperature was estimated by calculating the nest insulation constant k in mouse nests in outdoor enclosures at the laboratory in Groningen, the Netherlands (53° 14’N, 06° 32’E). Simultaneously measured nest temperatures and surface temperatures were used to determine k using the Newtonian Cooling Law equation: \( T_{\text{nest}} = T_{\text{nest,previous}} - k \times (T_{\text{nest,previous}} - T_{\text{surface}}) \) in 1-min steps. The daily nest temperature profile was calculated using the average September surface temperature cycle and nest insulation constant (k = 0.072 h⁻¹) in steps of 10 min.
Metabolic measurements and calculation energy expenditure

Energy expenditure was determined every 4 min by measuring O₂ use and CO₂ production using a dried air open-circuit indirect calorimetry system (O₂: Servomex Xentra 4100; CO₂: Servomex 1440; flow: 20 l/h, type 5850 Brooks mass flow controller) at different Tₕs (Fig. 3.4B) in high-workload WFF mice. Energy expenditure during the active and rest phase was calculated as the maximal and minimal values respectively of the 2-h running average of measured energy expenditure. Expected energy expenditure was calculated for all temporal niches ranging from nocturnal to diurnal for a mouse with a 12-h activity and 12-h rest phase using the measured energy expenditures during active and rest phase and surface and nest temperature cycles.
Figure 3.S1. Daily activity levels, energy intake and body mass per WFF workload for different T_a’s. (A) Daily activity increases with WFF workload at all different T_a. (B) Daily energy intake depends on T_a and decreases slightly during the WFF protocol although daily energy intake remains roughly constant with workload due to the increase in daily activity. Only days on which mice ate all available food pellets are included in analysis. (C) Body mass decreases during the WFF protocol, indicating an overall negative energy balance during the WFF protocol at all T_a’s.
Figure 3.S2. Onset, center of gravity (COG), and offset of activity per WFF workload for different T<sub>s</sub>s. White-gray background indicates the light–dark (LD) cycle. Activity onsets and offsets were calculated as the intersects of the 2-h running average with a 24-h running average (calculated using Chronoshop v1.02). COG is calculated as the time at which activity in the preceding and subsequent 8 h is equal. Data are summarized as mean ± SEM.
Figure 3.S3. Possible regulatory mechanisms behind metabolically induced diurnality. (A) A nocturnal phenotype is supported by a nocturnal distribution of peripheral oscillators. (B) When energetic demands are increased, the phase relation of a slave oscillator (activity oscillator) with the suprachiasmatic nucleus (SCN) is shifted leading to a diurnal distribution of peripheral oscillators and a diurnal activity profile. Different possible mechanisms for the regulatory relation between the SCN and slave oscillator are presented in (Hut et al., 2012, Chapter 2).
Figure 3.S4. Daily body temperature amplitude is increased during WFF. (A) Average body temperature cycles and SEM for ad libitum fed (green, n = 2) and WFF (red, n = 3) mice. The body temperature of WFF mice drops earlier and deeper during the rest phase compared with ad libitum fed mice. Horizontal bars in indicate the LD cycle (yellow = light). (B) The difference in daily maximum and minimum body temperature is increased during WFF compared with ad libitum feeding conditions. Maximum and minimum body temperature were determined in 48-h recordings of body temperature (15-min interval) under WFF (animal 1–3) and ad libitum (animal 1–5) feeding conditions.
Figure 3.S5. Representative actograms of ad libitum fed mice housed in different ambient temperatures (Tₐs). Activity is plotted as a function of time of day with subsequent days being plotted under each other, white–gray background indicates the LD cycle. Increasing Tₐ decreases the daytime activity fraction, as shown in Fig. 3.1A.
Figure 3.S6. Representative actograms of mice undergoing the working-for-food (WFF) protocol at different $T_a$s. Activity is plotted as a function of time of day with subsequent days being plotted under each other, white–gray background indicates the LD cycle. (Right) The WFF workload. Mice become diurnal at lower WFF workloads at lower $T_a$s, as shown in Fig. 3.1B.

Figure 3.S7. Mice under work for food (WFF) protocol become diurnal irrespective of the phase of the temperature cycle. Representative actograms of mice undergoing the WFF protocol in temperature cycles in phase (25–15 °C) and in antiphase (15–25 °C) with the LD cycle. (Right) The WFF workload. Both mice housed in a temperature cycle in phase and in antiphase to the LD cycle become diurnal in response to the WFF protocol, as shown in Fig. 3.1C.